Stay One Step Ahead of the Market
with Your Global Finance Workforce
Given the fast-paced and dynamic nature of one of the most stringent and regulated
industries, financial organizations like yours face unique challenges. Local and federal
regulations change constantly, making it difficult and time consuming to keep up with training
your employees. Meanwhile, gathering employees in one place for training can be expensive. So
many companies in the industry turn to elearning to more efficiently train employees in a timely
manner. Online training gives employees the flexibility to complete courses on their own time,
reduces travel costs and allows them to be more productive. OpenSesame gives global teams ideal
deployment of the exact training they need.

OpenSesame has been integral to helping
our organization deliver development
opportunities to our employees. Through
this relationship, we have been able
to provide hundreds of courses to help
employees improve their business skills
and more....You can tell the employees
at OpenSesame are passionate about
their clients and about what they do.

TOP FINANCE CHALLENGES:

1 Constant changes to laws and regulations
2 Changing financial market
3 Cybersecurity threats
fees and penalties due to
4 Potential
lack of training
5	Constant interruptions disrupting
workflow for employees
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Expert Course Curation

Most Comprehensive Catalog

Engaging Formats

We curate the right blend of courses
so you don’t have to. Every decision
is based on insights, data and
metrics gathered from the hundreds
of organizations we work with.

OpenSesame is constantly evolving.
We offer the world’s most completel
catalog of training content —
with courses in 18 languages,
many mobile ready.

Choose from training content
in a variety of formats to fit how
your workforce prefers to learn —
short, microlearning, long, quizzes,
certifications, simulation-based
scenarios, worksheets and more.

OPENSESAME COURSES INCREASE
LEARNER ENGAGEMENT

95% of organizations agreed with the following statement: “OpenSesame has
helped increase learner engagement due to a greater variety of content.”
Source: TechValidate survey
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